99 suburban won t start

Automotive Forums. I've scoured the internet, and others seem to have different problems, or
perhaps just with different details to provide. Either way, I'm at a loss. Engine will run if you
spray B12 into the throttle body, so, spark has been tested. What happened: My wife had the
engine die while driving, but was able to come to a stop and start it right back up. The next time
two days later after driving around a bit, the same thing happened, only this time twice in a row.
She was then able to drive quite a distance home. The next time I went to start it, no joy. It will
crank as long as you like. The GMC service manual for this engine has yet to reveal to me how
to test further. This has been the specific debate here. Will that kind of pressure drop actually
stop the system from starting? How confident do you feel, because I cannot find anything
written to make me feel comfortable with this? I guess the next step would likely be to pull the
pressure regulator out and test it individually prior to dropping the tank to check on maybe a
loose pickup tube or failing pump, eh? We did a pump not THAT long ago, maybe three years.
Just trying to make sure I have the next few possible steps figured out! Ok, I guess I'll travel
that path. Nothing else to do at this time. From what I read, it said the injectors need in the 40s. I
dont remember the number specifically, but could look it up. I'll let you all know how it turns
out. Thanks for the prompt replies! Communities like this make the internet a great place! Edit:
As I think more and discuss with a family mechanic of many years, we think 51psi should at
least allow the engine to try, and I get no explosion whatsoever. In this GMC manual, it says the
injectors need in the 40s. If there is not a specific thing in the system to tell it not to even try at
below a certain psi, then it should at least try, right? Does anybody know how I can test to
ensure that the injector is getting the signal? Unfortunately one of the first things it says to do
is use a specific test lamp for these injectors. I'm sure I can just test for voltage or something,
but don't know exactly how to do something like that in a definitive way. I think you have a fuel
pressure problem Change the fuel filter to start with, its very easy to do.. If that does not fix it..
WHile I'm not looking at the shop manual Of course this assumes that the fuel filter is not an
issue. Go change the fuel filter before you start looking at other stuff Well, this has been a nice
learning experience. I was assisted in ignoring the slightly low fuel pressure under the idea that
it would at least try to start, where all my engine was doing was spinning from a starter motor.
However, it seems there must exist a routine in the computer that specifically kills even the
attempt to pop the poppets if pressure is slightly outside of range. I had already replaced the
fuel filter because it is cheap and easy to get to, but ultimately I clamped off the return line to
discover I was not able to build over 3. One fuel pump later and a tensioner and it's purring
again ever so nicely. Thanks to the community for the support. Hopefully this might help some
other would be mechanic out there questioning a similar problem. I have a 97 Suburban K and I
encountered a similar concern. My wife went out and the truck would not start. I put a fuel
pressure gauge on and the pressure would build and drop off. Same thing crank and no start, I
put a pressure regulator on it and thast solved the problem. Now it starts but its slighlty a hard
start, cranks a few seconds and then fires over. My pressure is at 49 so I think the pump is on
its way out. I feel certain that my entire problem was a failing fuel pump, and it caused a crank
with a "no try" feel to it. By this I mean that I believe no fuel was being delivered whatsoever as I
verified spark. The fuel pump replacement isn't bad at all. Take your time and have a seat on the
ground next to the tank. Nice thing about a truck so high off the ground. Not at all like my little
Subie! Also, save yourself the amazing frustration and clean EVERY tiny speck of dirt from
under the tabs on the ring in which the pump rests. Do as much as possible before you remove
the pump! You need to run the proper test before throwing a fuel pump at it. If test show weak
pump go with a Delphi fuel pump. Airtex and aftermarket are junk. The only true test on a fuel
pump is to check the direct fuel pressure from fuel pump. A quick test is to block off the return
line and see if fuel pressure comes up to lbs. But do not run the pump at full pressure very long.
Also when testing fuel pump and pressure you need to tape a gauge to outside windshield or
outside mirror and drive it on the road for 20 minutes until the pump gets has run a while to
check for a pump fading out after hot. Hard to start cold or hot and fuel pressure testing guide
lines. Check cold start fuel pressure. Check engine running fuel pressure. Check engine
running on the road fuel pressure. Then shut it off and watch for fast leak down. Pinch off at
rubber part or block off return line and check full pressure. If pump has full pressure with return
line blocked and low pressure without it blocked most usually the fuel pressure regulator is
leaking or not holding pressure. Later V6 and V8 gm engines should have fuel pressure. Cold
start should be lbs of pressure. If you do not have full fuel pressure on a cold start the injectors
will not squirt fuel. Do not leave home without it. Engine running should be lbs pressure
depending on engine load. Full pressure with return pinched off should be or more. And if it has
a fast leak down after shut off you have a leak in system. Post back fuel pressure readings.
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date Feb 22, Our 99 suburban just left us stranded today because it won't start. It seems to
crank well. I can hear the fuel pump running, but it just cranks and cranks. I did pull a P code on
it a while back and had determined it to be caused by failed cats. I have not had the money or
time to remedy this problem yet, so the light stays on, but it has been running fine for quite
some time. The vehicle has K on it. I just need to know where I should start checking first.
Thanks in advance for any help. Eric Any other information you need to know let me know.
Mobile Dan wrench. I think that is one of the vehicles that won't start if the fuel pressure gets a
little low. Needs to be higher than 55 lbs. So, check fuel pressure if you have that tool.
Otherwise, you could try spraying something flammable into the intake. You could also check
for spark, in case your ignition system has failed. What's going on with your anti-theft? Joined
Mar 12, Messages 7, Points Since the CEL is always on, you should pull codes again and see if
any new ones appear Diagnostic Tech. First place I always check first for the big three is spark.
Then gas, then air. There is no anti theft on this vehicle. I think I will pull a plug wire off and see
if there is any spark tomorrow and go from there. I don't own a code reader but I should be able
to borrow one tomorrow and see if anything new appears. I will certainly be posting the results
of these procedures. What sort of tool do I use to check the fuel pressure, and where do I check
it at? Thanks Eric. Jim Fairbanks wrench. There is a test port on the fuel rail Key On Engine Off
psi NickD wrench. Joined Aug 28, Messages 5, Points When we had a similar problem got by by
turning on the ignition to run, waited a couple of seconds, then off, repeating this 3 or 4 times.
What this does is runs the fuel pump for a couple of seconds each time so the fuel pump
pressure can build up. Verified this with my fuel pressure tested. Did that for a month or so until
we could get to it. First time we had problems like this, was both the ignition switch and the fuel
pump relay contacts that had dried up grease and dirty contacts, was just enough so the pump
couldn't bring up pressure requiring the three attempts. Second time, wasn't so lucky, with a
very rapid leak down rate, required a new pump and regulator that on this vehicle also required
a new injector. But I think you have sequential injectors, this had that central manifold single
injector system. Shop manual said it was expensive, counter guy had different ideas. But its
both pressure and leak down rate you have to be concerned about. Easier way to check if it is a
fuel problem is to just spray a primer-fuel into the intake. If it fires at all, then likely spark is OK
and fuel is the problem. And if it fires, compression and valves are probably OK. Quick easy test
that tells you a lot I was finally able to do some testing yesterday night. I bought a little spark
tester from Autozone that you plug into a plug wire and ground and then you can see the spark
if it has fire. When I got this all hooked up and hit the key, it fired right up. Very strange I
thought because it was just a random plug the easiest one to reach. Then I disconnected the
tester and put the plug wire back on and it wouldn't start. I repeated this numerous times with
the same result. I did once observe, however, that the tester lost spark with the engine running,
but I could still hear the spark in the area of the distributor cap, but could never see it. I was
working in the dark so I would be able to see arcing, but was unable to locate any visually. I will
probably change the cap, rotor and wires and plugs. If everyone thinks that sounds like a good
course of action. If that's the problem, with these things, always find corrosion in the ignition
module connector, coil connector, and even the ignition switch not applying a full 12V to the
system. Corrosion on the distributor ground clamp, not getting a good ground. With this kind of
mileage, the upper bushing in the distributor can be badly worn. All these bits of corrosion add
up. Many times the cap can be washed in old fashion soap and water, grease buildup holds
moisture to short out the spark, if the contacts are good yet. Wires can be checked for
resistance, about 2 Kohm per foot, and also cleaned if no cracks in the insulation. Spark plugs
can be checked for gap and carbon buildup, mostly visual. Just saying plugs, wires, and cap are
only a small part of the system. You say the spark-tester lost spark "while the engine was
running"; was that a type, did you mean "while the engine was cranking "? Before the effort and
expense of pulling plugs, wires, etc why not try spraying primer-fuel into the intake??? It is so
easy and cheap to do! You could have an ignition problem, of course, but is unlikely it is just
the plugs and wires, they don't all go at once Hey Bill I think he was saying spark stopped
snapping at the tester and he heard, but did not see spark snapping by dist cap. So, engine was
running, he still had spark, but not at the tester. At that time, the tester was not "the weakest
link", and the spark found an easier path to ground somewhere else. Yeah, but the thread title is
"no start" To me, "running" implies 4-stroke combustion cycle is taking place more-or-less
normally, at least enough to sustain engine rotation; far different from just rotating via the
starter-motor. As Anik likes to say, "don't mean to be an a.. I have seen this on numerous
occasions, come to check spark and bam, starts up on ya. Sounds like you need to overhaul the
secondary ignition circuit. Pull the cap, check for wear and tear such as pitted contacts, burnt

rotor, seen many of those, actually some even burn holes right through em, check ignition coil,
check plug wires for resistance and spark plugs for same. If they all check out, start thinking
about a module. But start with the easy stuff first, easy to pull a wire and measure with a ohm
meter, look for a spark plug wires that pull more than 10k ohm per foot. Anything more and it
start being very resistive. Can also check cap for carbon tracking and such. Spray secondary
circuit with windex and watch for fireworks, if you feel brave, put your hand on the dizzy cap,
may get a shock out of it. I think you guys are understanding what I am saying. We tried to start
it for an hour, paid for a tow to get it home, and went to check for spark the next day and bam it
started right up. So I feel confident I can rule out fuel problems. Anyway, we got freezinig rain
and stuff going on here tonight so it will be at least tomorrow before I can get any more work
done on it. Thanks for all the help. You must log in or register to reply here. It cranks but has no
spark. Do you have any other ideas? Do you. Was this answer. I have now checked the Ignition
Coil and the only thing left that I can figure is that it is the Ignition crank sensor. The CPS is
tested with an ohmeter. Generally the sensor will read between ohms. Also, check to see that
the pick-up magnet is centered in the sensor housing. It should be positioned perpendicular to
the flywheel teeth, with an air gap of 0. An adjustment to the high side, say 0. This video will
show how to replace the crankshaft sensor. This is the 7. Tested for spark, no joy. I removed
ignition module and coil, took to a local parts store who 'checked' module and said was bad. I
asked them to check the new module to verify it was good, he tested and it was bad. Tested
another module from their stock, was also bad. I assume the counterperson had no clue how to
test. Can I test it and if yes, how? Same question on the coil, how do I know if it's shot or good?
Thanks guys. Hello, With a distributor ignition, I take the coil wire loose from the distributor,
hold close to engine ground, have helper crank it, while I watch for spark to jump from the coil
wire. If there is spark, but, nothing at the plugs, I change out the cap and rotor. If no spark and
the coil wire is good, I check for input and output signals from the ignition module, if there is
input and no output, I suspect the module. I also check primary circuits to the coil, small wire
connector. There is probably an ohms spec for your coil, don't have it in front of me. I probably
over-simplified just a little. Thanks jdl. Turns out it was the ignition module. It starts now but.
While working on the truck I had the battery disconnected. Once I got everything put back
together say 2 days without battery power , I was able to start it up VERY easy like the settings
were lost and so it was running on default settings. Over the next few days, it seems that
sometimes it takes two or more cranks to start, it seems to run rough at first sometimes and I'm
smelling unburned gas in the exhaust. There is no check engine light on which I would expect
to see if there were some serious problems. The air filter is completely new so it's not a lack of
air getting in. What would cause it to run rich in this day of electronic engine controls? One final
observation. At first I thought it was oil and tried to wipe it off, but it's not liquid, it appears to be
solid. Almost seems like gasoline that has pooled over time and turned to laquer. What is this a
sign of? Thanks for your help. You can put a fuel pressure gage on it, do some testing. Driving
down road 98 vortec 5. Hello, This sounds like the PCM has gone out but to be sure lets run the
codes these guides will help us fix it. Was running great moved it to back yard unhooked small
trailer with small raft and went to move the burb outta the yard, wont start. Cranks just fine,
looked at fuel line, is pumping fuel out of the line no fuel coming out the jets, took a sparkplug
and touched it to housing no spark. What could it be? Please login or register to post a reply. I
Keep Blowing The Ignition Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Three weeks ago
Saturday night I made a quick run to the store at about 10 at night. Truck ran just fine. Sunday
morning truck wouldn't start. The motor would turn over but the engine would not start.
Tuesday night I tried to start the truck for the heck of it and it started right up. Truck ran fine the
rest of the week til Sunday morning ready to go to church, same problem truck wont start. I
replaced the the starter cause I tried to start it so much I guess I broke it. Then I replaced the
spark plugs, the coil and the control module. By the way I just replaced the fuel injector and the
fuel pump and fuel filter. Did I mention I just finished paying off the suburban. Some say its the
timing chain, I don't know, I checked the rotor while the engine was turning over and the rotor is
rotating. I am at a stand still right now I'm sure its some stupid little relay or safety something
that wont let it start needless to say I am fed up with Chevy the suburban. This problem has
been going on for about a month. At first it seemed like a quick fix, but I have replaced the
starter and I am still have the same problem. Every shop I have taken it too can't seem to figure
out the problem and get it fixed. I am going to have someone look at the passlock system
immediately. I have the same problem as Laura posted in 08 and followed up on later I am going
have my pass lock system checked When I push the gas pedal the car stalls. Update from Jun 3,
: the car will start with a jump, and it idles fine. This is a follow up on the post I made on January
22, about my vehicle not starting. I had indicated that Chevrolet had replaced 2 parts that had to
do with the Pass lock system and I was hoping that that had fixed it. I'm happy to report that it

did fix it. They replaced FP , case asm 2. This first occurred 2 years ago and happened about 6
months apart. The engine would turnover then immediately die. Would try several times with no
luck. It started becoming more frequent - as often as once a week. First they had us replace the
fuel pump. Then the wiring harness to the ignition. Then just recently replaced two parts that
have to do with the pass lock system. I'm hoping this last fix is it. It is getting expensive to have
something that is so unreliable. We were finally able to get error codes because my check
engine light had come on due to the catalytic converter going out - so the codes stayed in the
system. I had the vehicle in the shop numerous times but it would never repeat it for them and
they weren't initially getting any error codes o
when this diagram is used to plan an essay the blue box represents the
ford expedition ignition wiring diagram
2006 passat 36 timing chain replacement
n it. Problem very hard to find even for the dealership because of high number of possibilities.
This problem has really upset my life. I have had it in the shop for this problem probably 20
times and no one has been able to help me. Every time I want to use it, this problem seems to
happen. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 6 reports
replace parts on passlock system 1 reports theft deterant module 1 reports wait for an hour 1
reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Suburban problem yet. Be
the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your
zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints.
Engine turns over but does not stay running. Just want to know where to look to fix the
problem. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

